
Identity, what does it mean?

Discuss on your tables what 
identity means to you, write down 
some ideas on the whiteboards 

Create a spider diagram in your 
books/ on paper about identity –
use the ideas on your 
whiteboards 

Identity



Peter 
Blake

Last term we looked at 
Peter Blake to use as 
inspiration for collagraphs

His pop art images are the 
starting point for identity

What can you see in 
these images that 
relate to identity?





You in 9(ish) boxes

Using the objects you collected over Easter, 
create a Peter Blake inspired piece of work 
about your identity

Divide the square into 9 (or more) boxes, 
the boxes can be however big or small, L-
shaped, square or rectangular. You need a 
box for each object

Use a variety of materials to create your 
boxes; paint, collage, fine liner, water 
colours 
You can simplify your drawings, use text or 
use photos in the boxes – remember it’s 
about you, use materials and colours that 
reflect your personality 



Create a page in your book about 
Peter Blake, how has his pop art 
work inspired your piece?

Describe the work you’ve 
done and how it represents 
your identity

Use bright colours and graphic block 
shapes to decorate your page



Martin O’Neill
Collages using found imagery to represent a 
person’s identity

Create a collage combined with tonal drawing of 
your face and objects that represent your identity

OR

Create a letter (first letter of your name or a letter 
of your initials) using pencil and collage to decorate 
it with objects that represent your identity 

Use magazines and print out pictures from the 
internet that represent your identity, think 
about the layout of the images and create an 
interesting composition



Grayson Perry

Ceramic vases/pots - the designs tell a 
story about his own or someone else’s 
identity

Design your own vase/pot that tells a story 
about your identity, this could be a map of a 
journey to take on a daily basis, it might be 
a map of favourite places, or you could map 
out what you would like to do in the future

Use colours that reflect your personality, 
you could include text as well as images   



Takashi Murakami

Takashi Murakami creates characters and caricatures 
based around himself and other people. The 
characters are imaginary, but they are used for story 
telling and to capture the attention of the audience. 
His self-caricatures depict his friendly and outgoing 
nature. 

Create your own Murakami inspired caricature, use 
bright colours and exaggerate facial features to 
resemble an anime style



Flora Borsi

Create a self portrait 
which includes an 
animal of your choice –
this could be as simple 
as your favourite animal 
or a pet

Use a limited colour 
palette, think about 
using one main colour 
and a subtle range of 
tones 



Task this lesson: Choose an artist to and produce a piece of work in their style, this 
could be;
a Grayson Perry style vase/ceramic which maps out a story about something in 
your life
a Flora Borsi animal portrait with a limited colour palette
or  a Takashi Murakami anime style caricature of yourself

Grayson 
Perry

Flora Borsi

Takashi 
Murakami



Jim Kay
Illustrations from ‘A Monster Calls’. 
The figure in these images is a yew tree 
that turns into a monster

Design a portrait or figure drawing of 
yourself as a tree monster
Look at how these images have used the 
texture of the bark on the face and the 
spines of branches coming off of the figure 



BK the Artist
Portraits and nature, these are 
paintings which use flowers, trees 
and other natural forms to create 
portraits

The artist has used bark for hair and 
hands, leaves and flowers to fill the 
face and bright colours
Create a portrait of yourself using 
natural forms



Design a portrait or figure drawing of yourself 
as a tree monster in the style of Jim Kay
Look at how these images have used the 
texture of the bark on the face and the spines 
of branches coming off of the figure 

Task this lesson: Choose an artist and create a nature 
inspired portrait or figure drawing

Create a portrait in the style of BK 
the Artist
Think about how you might use bark 
for hair and skin, leaves and flowers 
to fill the face and bright colours



Eduardo Paolozzi

Collages using images of 
popular culture 

Create your own Paolozzi
inspired collage using 
magazines/photos of celebrities 
or characters that inspire you
Add images of food that you like 
to eat
Include patterns and colours 
that reflect your personality

You need facts about the artist and images of his work, 
write about why his work links to identity and how your 
piece is inspired by his work

Homework 1



Bernard Cohen

You need facts about the 
artist and images of his work, 
write about why his work links 
to identity and how your 
piece is inspired by his work

Small abstract drawings of body parts 
or objects that relate to the artist’s 
identity layered on top of each other 

Use coloured pencils to draw your 
eyes/ears/nose as a continuous line 
drawing (don’t take your pencil off 
the page!) draw several on different 
pieces of paper and layer together 
as a collage
Take photos of objects that relate to 
your identity to collage together 
with your drawings

Homework 2



Grayson Perry

Ceramic vases/pots - the designs tell a 
story about his own or someone else’s 
identity

Design your own vase/pot that tells a story 
about your identity, draw the back and the 
front to show different view points – the 
back and front might be completely 
different from each other 
Use colours that reflect your personality, 
you could include text as well as images   

You need facts about the artist and images of his work, 
write about why his work links to identity and how your 
piece is inspired by his work

Homework 3



Martin O’Neill

You need facts about the artist and images of his 
work, write about why his work links to identity and 
how your piece is inspired by his work

Collages using found imagery to represent a 
person’s identity

Create a collage combined with tonal drawing of 
your face and objects that represent your identity

OR

Create a letter (first letter of your name or a letter 
of your initials) using pencil and collage to decorate 
it with objects that represent your identity 



Time lapse or history drawing is when the 
setting stays the same but the objects 
move around

These examples are of busy places, an 
aeroplane and a café, each colour 
represents a different time when the 
objects or people moved around 

This lesson you’ll create a history drawing with a box 
and your own objects 

Set up your objects in an interesting composition 

I will give you different time segments to draw and 
move your objects

Don’t forget to use a different colour for each time 
you move the objects!Artist: Briony Barr



Continuous line drawing 

Without taking your pencil off the 
paper, draw a portrait of your face 

Think about the variations of your 
lines, what happens if you press 
hard with the pencil?

Can you get a range of tones?

How much detail can you achieve 
using a single line?



Artist: Claude Heath

Blind drawing

These drawings have been created by not 
looking at the page or the face that has been 
drawn

Each of these portraits has a marker on the 
page that corresponds to a point on the face

With one hand, feel your face and follow the 
lines and contours

With the other hand, draw what you are 
feeling


